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reports

Abstract

Conclusions: There are three conserved families of mitotic cyclins in animals: A-, B3- and Btype. The precise number of genes within the A- and B-type families varies in different organisms,
possibly as an adaptation to their distinct developmental strategies.

Both A- and B-type cyclins have been shown to have
an essential role in progression into, through and out of
M-phase. In vertebrates, two A-type cyclins have been identified to date. Cyclin A1 is expressed during meiosis, in early
cleaving embryos [1,2] and in some transformed cell lines
[3]. Cyclin A2 is present in all proliferating cells from the
beginning of S-phase until mitosis, with the exception of
cells undergoing the meiotic division in males [4]. The
reason for this restricted expression pattern is unclear but
male mice lacking the cyclin A1 gene are sterile owing to an
arrest in meiosis [5]. However, female mice lacking the
cyclin A1 are fertile, possibly as a result of rescue by cyclin
A2 which is expressed during female meiosis [6]. Deletion of
murine cyclin A2 is lethal; embryos are able to undergo the
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Progression through the eukaryotic cell cycle is controlled by
the sequential activation and inactivation of cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs). The kinase activity of CDKs is regulated by cyclin synthesis and destruction, phosphorylation of
the kinase and cyclin, binding to inhibitory polypeptides and
subcellular localization. In metazoa there are four cyclin
types (A, B, D and E) known to regulate cell-cycle transitions. These four cyclins have multiple isotypes, the precise
number varying between organisms. In mammals and
amphibians, members of the A- and D-cyclin families have
been shown to be expressed in distinct cell types. In contrast, B-type cyclins are ubiquitous, being co-expressed in
most, if not all, proliferating cells.
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Results: We analyzed the Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster and Homo sapiens genomes
to identify known and novel A- and B-type cyclin genes and distinguish them from related
pseudogenes. We find only a single functional A-type cyclin gene in invertebrates but two in
vertebrates. In addition to the single functional cyclin A gene, the C. elegans genome contains
numerous cyclin A pseudogenes. In contrast, the number and relationship of B-type cyclins varies
considerably between organisms but all contain at least one cyclin B1-like gene and a cyclin B3 gene.
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Background: Multiple A- and B-type cyclins have been identified in animals, but their study is
complicated by varying degrees of functional redundancy. A non-essential phenotype may reflect
redundancy with a known or as yet unknown gene. Complete sequencing of several animal
genomes has allowed us to determine the size of the mitotic cyclin gene family and therefore to
start to address this issue.
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cleavage divisions but die immediately after implantation
and appear unable to undergo proliferative growth [6]. Ablation of expression of cyclin A2 in cultured cells leads to an
arrest in S-phase or at the end of G2 [7].
Cyclin B-dependent kinase activity is essential for entry into
mitosis. The best characterized vertebrate B-type cyclins, B1
and B2, are co-expressed in the majority of dividing cells,
but are differentially localized within the cell (reviewed in
[8]). Gene-deletion experiments have shown that mice
lacking the cyclin B1 gene die in utero whereas mice lacking
the cyclin B2 gene develop normally and have no immediately apparent phenotype [9]. This suggests that loss of
cyclin B2 can be compensated for by another cyclin, probably cyclin B1. Cyclin B3 is less well characterized, with a
mammalian homolog only recently recognized [10]. In
Drosophila, cyclin B3 is not required for mitosis [11].
Redundancy between members of each cyclin class is probably responsible for the non-essential phenotypes described
above. This effect is best understood in budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which has six B-type cyclins that
display functional redundancy, yet fulfill distinct roles [12].
To be better able to interpret the phenotypes of A- and
B-type cyclin mutants in animals and the degree of redundancy that has to be taken into consideration, we have
carried out a comprehensive search to identify A- and B-type
cyclin genes in the completed Caenorhabditis elegans,
Drosophila melanogaster and Homo sapiens genomes. The
search has identified two novel B-type cyclin genes in
C. elegans and has shown that there is only a single functional A-type cyclin gene in both invertebrates.

Results
C. elegans: a single cyclin A gene and multiple cyclin A
pseudogenes
On the basis of hybridization of a cyclin A cDNA to a Southern blot of genomic DNA it has been reported that C. elegans
has multiple A-type cyclin genes [13]. To investigate this, the
C. elegans genome sequence [14] was queried with cyclin A
sequences. In addition to the previously characterized
C. elegans cyclin A gene (ZK507.6) another 15 regions were
found with 80 to 95% sequence identity to the query
sequence at the nucleotide level. All 15 were subsequently
identified as pseudogenes. The cyclin A pseudogenes can be
divided into six types based on identity to parts of the known
cyclin A gene, although all could be derived from a single
precursor (Figure 1). The pseudogenes are all derived from
the central part of the cyclin A gene and span both exons and
introns and are thus non-processed pseudogenes. However,
it is worth noting that in several of the pseudogenes some of
the conserved splice-site consensus sequences are missing,
such that if the message was transcribed it would not be correctly spliced. In addition, all contain deletions and mutations relative to the cyclin A gene, resulting not only in the

loss of sizeable regions of coding sequence, but also in
frameshifts, point mutations and premature stop codons,
and thus cannot encode a functional protein (Figure 1). None
is represented in the C. elegans expressed sequence tag
(EST) database.
The pseudogenes are found on all six chromosomes, and
none is present in a tandem array. This contrasts with the
arrangement of the major sperm protein (MSP), another
C. elegans gene found in multiple copies. These genes (both
transcribed and pseudogenes) are found in loose clusters of
between 3 and 13 copies [15].
The cyclin A pseudogenes contain regions of sequence identity to each other which lie outside the region of identity to
the cyclin A gene. These regions of identity extend over
approximately 4.5 kilobase pairs (kbp) in total, and include
direct and inverted repeats, some of which occur at other
locations in the genome. This observation supports the possibility that the pseudogenes had a single origin and it is possible that the repeats have had a role in the transposition of
the cyclin A pseudogenes around the genome.

C. elegans: multiple B-type cyclins
A search of the genome with several B-type cyclin query
sequences identified a total of four genes: the previously
characterized cyclins B (ZC168.4) and B3 (T06E6.2) [13]
and two genes which appear to encode novel B-type cyclins
(H31G24.4 and Y43E12A.1). The latter two encode polypeptides that have 87% identity to each other; the main difference between the two is the presence of an insert of 24
amino acids in H31G24.4 that is absent in Y43E12A.1. Both
are more similar to cyclin B than to cyclin B3, and have the
same exon and intron structure as the cyclin B gene. At the
amino-acid level H31G24.4 has 60% identity to cyclin B
and Y43E12A.1 has 65% identity. ESTs derived from both
genes are present in the database: BE228087 from
H31G24.4 and C44218 from Y43E12A.1. On the basis of the
available EST sequences and homology to the known
B-type cyclin, conceptual translations of the two newly
identified genes were aligned with the known B-type cyclin
(Figure 2). This alignment illustrates the high degree of
sequence conservation between the B-type cyclins, particularly over the cyclin box. However, all four B-type cyclins
differ in the size and sequence composition of their amino
termini, and it may be this region which determines their
individual cellular functions.

D. melanogaster: A- and B-type cyclins
The D. melanogaster genome sequence [16] was queried
with the complete cyclin A protein sequence [17]. Equivalent
searches were performed using D. melanogaster cyclin B
[18] and cyclin B3 [11] protein sequences. Using all search
permutations, only the three query sequences were identified. Therefore, it is highly probable that there is one A-type
cyclin gene, a single cyclin B and a single cyclin B3 gene
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Further evidence for this is provided by the lack of additional
B-type cyclin sequences in the EST databases, in which
cyclins B1, B2 and B3 were clearly present.
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within the available sequence. No pseudogenes derived from
any of these three cyclin genes were identified.
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Figure 1
Schematic representation of C. elegans cyclin A and cyclin A pseudogenes. The intron/exon structure of cyclin A (cosmid ZK507) is shown with the cyclin
box shaded. Below this are shown the six different cyclin A pseudogene structures: regions with homology to exons are represented by boxes and
regions homologous to introns by lines (with deletions also marked). The cosmid clones containing each of the genes are shown on the right with the
genes actually represented on the schematic in bold. Note that cosmids B0019 and W02A11 overlap and represent only one pseudogene. For each
schematic, potential open reading frames (ORFs) are represented by a bar. Black bars represent ORFs with high identity to cyclin A1 (> 70%) and gray
bars represent ORFs with no significant identity to cyclin A1. ORFs were predicted by assuming that each pseudogene was fully transcribed and spliced in
a manner analogous to the cyclin A gene. The largest ORF was identified in the pseudogene on clone C02B8 and would result in a 75- or 113-amino-acid
protein depending on whether the first initiation codon within the pseudogene was used (asterisk) or an initiation codon just 5ⴕ of the pseudogene.
Frameshifts and point mutations limit the extent of the identity and frequently result in termination codons.

H. sapiens: A-type cyclins

H. sapiens: three B-type cyclins?

Discussion
The main findings of this study are first, that invertebrates
have a single A-type cyclin whereas vertebrates have two,
and second, that the number of B-type cyclins varies from
two in Drosophila to three in humans and four in C. elegans,

information

Searches of the available human genome sequence using Btype cyclin queries revealed three B-type cyclins - B1, B2 and
B3 - but no other genes identifiable as encoding a functional
B-type cyclin. Specifically, no homologs of the Xenopus
cyclins B4 and B5 [20] were found. Although the human
genome sequence is not quite complete it seems unlikely
that additional human B-type cyclins will be revealed.

In addition to these three B-type cyclin genes, a region of
high identity to cyclin B2 was found at chromosome 7p22.1.
This region had the equivalent of 84% identity over 241 of
the 398 amino acids of cyclin B2 and no identity outside this
region. Thus the predicted open reading frame (ORF) contains only a fragment of the cyclin B2 gene and probably represents a pseudogene. There are no ESTs corresponding to
this sequence in the database.
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The available human genome sequence (version 5.28.1) [19]
was searched with cyclin A1 and A2 query sequences. In both
cases the most significant matches were the two known A-type
cyclins and the next most significant were the known B-type
cyclins. Thus, there are only two A-type cyclin genes in the
available sequence. No cyclin A-like pseudogenes were found.
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Figure 2
Alignment of C. elegans B-type cyclins. The known B-type and B3 cyclins (ZC168 and T06E6) were aligned to the two novel B-type cyclins (H31G24 and
Y43E12A) using the GCG pileup program and refined using the CLUSTALW program. Below the sequences are marked identical (*), highly similar (:) and
similar (.) amino acids. The cyclin box has been highlighted in yellow.

but all have at least one cyclin B1-like gene and a cyclin
B3 gene.

A-type cyclins
In vertebrates, cyclin A1 is expressed predominantly in the
germline during the meiotic divisions and early cleavage divisions of the embryo [1-3], whereas cyclin A2 is present in all
proliferating cells. Near-completion of the human genome
sequence has revealed that there are only two A-type cyclins.

In support of this finding an analysis of the extensive mouse
and zebrafish EST databases and the draft pufferfish genome
database identified cyclin A1 and A2 cDNAs and genes but no
further A-type cyclins (data not shown). These sequences
were used to construct a phylogenetic tree for all known
A-type cyclins (Figure 3). From this tree it is clear that all
known vertebrate A-type cyclins fall into one of two groups
(A1 and A2) and there is no evidence for multiple invertebrate
A-type cyclins. The analysis of the number of A-type cyclin
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The intriguing question now is why vertebrates have evolved
a distinct A-type cyclin with a limited role within the
germline. One possible explanation is that cyclin A1 is part of
the larger phenomenon of the occurrence of germline isoforms of a large number of genes. A number of enzymes are
already known to have testis-specific isoforms (reviewed in
[21]), including glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
and phosphoglycerate kinase. In each case, testis-specific
isoforms have been identified only in the vertebrate lineage
(data not shown), suggesting that the second isoforms arose
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comment

genes was initiated by the observation that mouse embryos
lacking a cyclin A2 gene complete the normal number of
cleavage divisions to produce an embryo of more than 100
cells before ceasing to proliferate further [6]. There are four
possible explanations: first, cyclin A is not necessary for the
cleavage divisions; second, there is persistence of maternal
cyclin A mRNA; third, the cleavage divisions are rescued by
cyclin A1 expression or (a fourth possibility) by expression of
another unidentified A-type cyclin. Our findings reported
here show that this last possibility can be eliminated.
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Figure 3
Phylogenetic tree for all known A-type cyclins. Vertebrate A-type cyclins can be divided into two groups: somatic (A2) and germline (A1), whereas
completion of the C. elegans and D. melanogaster genome-sequencing projects shows that there is only one A-type cyclin in these organisms. The
alignment used for the construction of this phylogenetic tree is given in the additional data files. A. pectinifera, Asterina pectinifera; H. pulcherrimus,
Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus; H. robusta, Helobdella robusta. The scale bar represents 0.1 substitutions per site.
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Figure 4
Phylogenetic tree for selected B-type cyclins. The B3 cyclins form an evolutionarily conserved family distinct from all the other B-type cyclins. The
number of these other B-type cyclins varies between organisms. In vertebrates there are two evolutionarily divergent groups; one includes the B1 and
Xenopus (frog) B4 cyclins and the other the B2 and Xenopus B5 cyclins. The alignment used for the construction of this phylogenetic tree is given in the
additional data files. O. latipes, Oryzias latipes. The scale bar represents 0.1 substitutions per site.

after the divide between invertebrates and vertebrates. It is
clear that in invertebrates a single A-type cyclin can carry
out all the functions of the mitotic and meiotic cell cycles.
Our finding of 15 cyclin A pseudogenes was unexpected, as
the C. elegans genome is generally considered to contain a
limited number of pseudogenes. However, the observation
does explain the multiple restriction enzyme fragments that
hybridize with a cyclin A probe on a Southern blot [13].

B-type cyclins
In each organism we identified a single B3-type cyclin, distantly related to both the A- and B-type cyclin families [22].
The precise cellular role of cyclin B3 remains to be determined, although it appears to function late in mitosis [23].
In Drosophila there is functional redundancy between the B
and B3 cyclins in mitosis; however, deletion of both genes
results in embryonic lethality. In contrast, both cyclins B and
B3 are required for female fertility and cyclin B, but not B3,

http://genomebiology.com/2002/3/12/research/0070.7

BLAST 2.0 was used to carry out similarity searches against
the available sequence databases with protein or DNA query
sequences [26]. For searches against the C. elegans and
human genome sequences the Sanger Institute server [27] was
used. For all other searches the NCBI server [28] was used.

Alignments
The GCG Wisconsin Package Version 10.0 PileUp program
was used for creating multiple sequence alignments (using
progressive pairwise alignments); alignments were further
refined using the CLUSTAL W program version 1.8 [29] and
manually. The TreeView program [30] was used for displaying and printing phylogenies produced by CLUSTAL W.

Additional data files
The alignments used for the construction of the phylogenetic
trees of A- and B-type cyclins is available with the online
version of this paper.
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gene in invertebrates and two genes in vertebrates; the B3type cyclins with a single gene in all animals; and the B-type
cyclins with different numbers of genes in different organisms, possibly as an adaptation to their distinct developmental strategies.
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